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IB001. TRIBOLOGY AND LUBRICATION 

Tribology 

Tribology is the science of friction , wear and lubrication. It constitutes the cornerstone when it 

comes to operating, choosing or understanding lubricants and lubrication. As an engineering 

discipline, it has allowed to show and demonstrate that components in marine machinery could 

operate in various lubrication regime: 

 The Boundary regime. 

 The Mixed regime 

 The Elasto Hydrodynamic regime  

 The Hydrodynamic regime. 

 

The occurrence of one or the other regime is directly related to the operating conditions and 

the environmental factors. The properly chosen lubricant will allow to always separate the two 

metallic surfaces by hydrodynamic or elastohydrodynamic oil film. It should be able to also 

withstand the various occasions where the contacts will be in mixed and boundary regime and 

to protect them from the various wear modes. 

 

Wear mode definitions  

Various wear modes can be encountered on the parts lubricated by the cylinder or the system 

oil. It is important to be able to precisely identify the kind of wear in order to be able to 

determine the root cause and potential countermeasures. 

Abrasive wear: Wear by displacement of material from surfaces in relative motion caused by 

the presence of hard asperities (two body abrasion); or by the presence of 

hard particles either between the surfaces or embedded in one of them 

(three body abrasion).  

Adhesive wear:  Wear by transfer of material from one surface to another during relative 

motion, due to a process of solid-phase welding (micro welding).  

Note: Particles which are removed from one surface are either permanently 

or temporarily attached to the other surface.  

Asperities:  The small-scale irregularities on a surface  

Corrosive wear:  A wear process in which chemical or electrochemical reaction with the 

environment predominates. For instance in the presence of acidic species.  
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Scoring:  Removal of material in sliding direction due to adhesive wear  

Notes: Scoring may be due to local solid phase welding.  

Minor damage should be called Scratching rather than Scoring. 

Scratching:  The formation of fine scratches in the direction of sliding.  

Notes: Scratching may be due to asperities on the harder slider or to hard 

particles.  

Scuffing:  Localised damage caused by the occurrence of adhesive wear between sliding 

surfaces.  

Spalling:  Material removal from surface in the form of flakes, complete coating.  

Bore polishing  Abrasion by very fine particles, (three body abrasion) normally related to hard 

deposits on piston head (e.g. CaCO3 Calcium carbonate)  
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Figure 1: Piston rings and cylinder liner in very good condition 

Low speed 2-stroke diesel engines will benefit from a cylinder lubricant that is bearing various 

functions such as: 

 The build-up of a hydrodynamic oil film that will prevent the metallic contact between the piston 

rings and the liner. The same oil film will also act as an additional sealing medium for the 

combustion gases. 

 The cleaning and transport of combustion and wear by-products thanks to the detergency and 

dispersency brought by the cylinder lubricant in use. 

 The neutralisation of acidic species to prevent the occurrence of cold corrosion. 

The above functions are to be supplied in a balanced and relevant way. That is why most of the OEM’s 

are proposing the adaption of the lubrication feed rate to the piston ring/cylinder liner system. Indeed, 

if the lubricant or the supplied quantity of lubricant is not adequate then some of the wear modes 

described above are likely to be encountered. 

Normally, ideally, if the proper lubricant and lubricant supply is applied, then the behaviour of the 

piston rings and cylinder liners should be eventless and the original topography of the cylinder liner 

(honing or wave-cut ) should be retained while the piston rings should only exhibit a very mild and 

“gentle” wear. See figure 1. 
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If the built-up oil film is not thick enough or is disturbed by various phenomena then the system can 

undergo a scuffing. Scuffing is “simply” the degeneration of adhesive wear between the piston ring and 

the liner material. Because it leads to a significant increase of temperatures and creation of welding 

junctions; scuffing is the most critical wear mode and shall be avoided by every mean. See figure 2.  

Figure 2: Scuffed piston rings (Adhesive wear between piston ring and cylinder liner) 
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The cylinder lubricant will bring sufficient quantity of neutralisation additives that will allow to 

neutralize acidic species such as sulphuric acid created from the combustion process. If the 

neutralization is not enough, then cold corrosion will wear down the cylinder liner as well as the 

piston rings. As the corrosion will not be evenly distributed on the circumference of the liner, a 

clover leafing wear will most of the time be observed. See figure 3 and 4. The key issue is that the 

cold corrosion will significantly reduce the TBO (Time Between Overhaul) of the piston running 

components, and it is likely to degenerate in a severe scuffing of the cylinder unit. 

Figure 3: Cylinder liner undergoing cold corrosion and clover leafing. 

Figure 4: Piston rings undergoing cold corrosion  
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In any case, all the functions of the cylinder lubricant should be brought to play while keeping the 

right detergency and dispersancy. The latters are supposed to clean the ring pack and liner from wear 

and combustion debris. In case the detergency will be exhausted, then the build-up of deposits on/in 

the ring pack and the appearance of lacquer deposits on the liner are to be expected. See figure 5 

Figure 5: Cylinder liner with black lacquer deposits due to exhausted 
detergency.  
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In any and every case, the cylinder lubricant feed rate and Base number should be carefully matched to 

the actual fuel in use and to the operation conditions. 

Indeed, as seen above a certain quality and quantity of cylinder lubricant is needed to provide for all 

the required functions. However, if there is an oversupply of the additives may it be because of a too 

high feed rate or a too high chosen Base number, then one can encounter the case of over lubrication 

which is actually also harmful for the engine. In case of over lubrication, unreacted additives will tend 

to accumulate on the piston head and /or in the ring grooves see figure 6. This will lead to bore 

polishing by an abrasion phenomenon or to the piston rings being stuck in the ring grooves 

Figure 6: Crown Deposits due to over dosage of additives (too high BN and /or too high BN 
comparing to Fuel S% and operation conditions.  


